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Abstract—Transparent flying relay stations (FlyRSs), represented by transparent relays mounted on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), have the potential to improve cellular networks capacity and coverage at little extra complexity and energy cost, especially when compared with non-transparent relays. As the transparent relays do not transmit reference signals, they do not lend themselves easily to channel estimation. This makes solving the problems of user association and positioning of transparent FlyRSs much harder. We propose a solution enabling an efficient association of users to the FlyRSs and determining suitable positions of the FlyRSs. Surprisingly, this can be done knowing neither the qualities of the channels linking the FlyRSs and the users nor the users’ location information. Our approach involves the users being grouped into clusters based on the channels to nearby static base stations via agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Then, 3D positions of one FlyRS per cluster are determined by deep neural networks. The proposal improves the clustering. Then, 3D positions of one FlyRS per cluster are determined by deep neural networks.

Index Terms—Transparent relays, unmanned aerial vehicles, agglomerative hierarchical clustering, deep neural networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Relay stations (RSs) are deployed between a base station (BS) and a user equipment (UE) to improve the network’s capacity and coverage [1]. Two main types of the RSs are distinguished: non-transparent (known also as Type I) and transparent (Type II) [1]. The non-transparent RSs create their own cell and perform typically all the functions that the BS does (e.g., radio resource management). In contrast, the transparent RSs are of limited functionalities and the BS still controls a majority of the communication management functions. Hence, the transparent RSs are less complex [2] and, consequently, lighter, cheaper, and less energy demanding comparing to the non-transparent RSs [3]. These features make transparent RSs convenient for flying relay stations (FlyRSs), i.e., the RSs mounted on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).

The FlyRSs can be deployed on-demand and can adjust their position to handle short-term traffic peaks [4]. However, the FlyRSs, in comparison to the fixed RSs, introduce new challenges related to the positioning of the FlyRSs [5] and the association of the UEs [6]. To solve these problems, the locations of the UEs or at least the spatial distribution of the UEs are assumed to be known in [5], [6], and/or the quality of access channels between the FlyRSs and the UEs is obtained [7], [8], e.g., via an estimation from common reference signals. However, in practice, information on the UEs’ locations is either inaccurate or not known at all due to the privacy preferences of the UEs. Moreover, the transparent FlyRSs do not transmit their own reference signals [9] and forward only data symbols transmitted by the BS [9] while the control and reference signals are sent to the UEs directly by the BS [9], [10]. Thus, the quality of the access channels between the FlyRSs and the UEs is unknown.

In the literature, two ways for the estimation of the access channel quality are proposed: i) the UEs feed their received downlink data signal back to the BS, which processes the fed-back signal [11], ii) the transparent RS listens to the uplink signal transmitted by the UEs and reports it to the BS [12]. However, such approaches imply a notable additional signaling and an undesired latency. The harm of this latency on the communication quality is emphasized if the FlyRSs are considered, as they can change positions dynamically and quickly over time. The positioning of the transparent FlyRSs and the association of the UEs to these transparent FlyRSs still remain unsolved for a practical case with unknown both locations of the UEs and the qualities of the access channels.

In this letter, we address the yet not solved problems of the transparent FlyRSs’ positioning and the UEs’ association in a practical urban scenario with unknown UEs’ locations. We propose a solution that, first, clusters the UEs into disjoint groups so that the UEs with a high probability to be in LOS and in a proximity to each other are in the same cluster. As we target a realistic urban scenario with obstacles (e.g., buildings), the clustering is inspired by the Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [13]. Then, one FlyRS is deployed for each cluster and its 3D position maximizes the ratio of the access channels with LOS between the FlyRS and its associated UEs. The positions of the FlyRSs are predicted via offline trained deep neural networks (DNNs) exploiting the known qualities of the channels from the UEs to the BSs. This prediction benefits from the correlation between different types of channels and network’s topology and environment. As this correlation is hidden and not explicitly available to be extracted analytically, we adopt DNNs, which are known to be efficient in extracting complex prediction models.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume an urban area with buildings and M BSs deployed on the rooftops of some of the buildings. In addition,
$K$ transparent FlyRSs relay data from the BSs to $N$ UEs in the downlink. The data is, first, sent via the backhaul channel from the BS to the FlyRS and, then, forwarded via the access channel from the FlyRS to the UE. Although every FlyRS is assumed to receive data from the BS providing the highest average signal to interference plus noise ratio, this assumption does not limit or restrict the proposed solution.

The FlyRSs operate in the half-duplex decode-and-forward mode. Thus, the FlyRSs transmit and receive data at the same frequency channel, but in a different time. Hence, the communication capacity of the $n$-th UE served by the $k$-th FlyRS relaying data from the $m$-th BS is determined as:

$$C_{m,k,n} = \min(T^b C_{m,k}^b, (1 - T^b) C_{k,n}^a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $C_{m,k}^b$ and $C_{k,n}^a$ are the capacities of the backhaul channel between the $m$-th BS to $k$-th FlyRS and the access channel from the $k$-th FlyRS to the $n$-th UE, respectively, and $T^b \in [0, 1]$ is the relative duration of the transmission over the backhaul channel within one second. As shown in [14], the optimal $T^b$ is the one that equalizes $T^b C_{m,k}^b$ and $(1 - T^b) C_{k,n}^a$ leading to $T^b = (C_{k,n}^a)/(C_{m,k}^b + C_{k,n}^a)$. Consequently, the FlyRSs can forward only the data already received from the BS and such $T^b$ satisfies the information causality required for relaying [17]. Then, $C_{m,k,n}$ from (1) is defined as:

$$C_{m,k,n} = T^b C_{m,k}^b = (1 - T^b) C_{k,n}^a = \frac{C_{m,k}^b C_{k,n}^a}{C_{m,k}^b + C_{k,n}^a}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

The capacity of the backhaul channel between the $m$-th BS and the $k$-th FlyRS is derived as:

$$C_{m,k}^b = B_n \log_2(1 + \frac{P_m g_m^b \rho_{m,k} \phi_m}{B_n I})$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $B_n$ is the bandwidth assigned to the $n$-th UE, $P_m$ is the transmission power of the $m$-th BS at the corresponding channel, $g_m^b$ is the backhaul channel gain between the $m$-th BS and the $k$-th FlyRS, $\rho_{m,k}$ is the fast fading power component, $\phi_m$ is the antenna gain of the $m$-th BS, $I$ is the interference from neighboring cells.

The capacity of the access channel between the $k$-th FlyRSs and the $n$-th UE is defined as:

$$C_{k,n}^a = B_n \log_2(1 + \frac{P_k g_k^a \phi_n}{B_n I})$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $P_k$ is the transmission power of the FlyRS at the corresponding channel, $g_k^a$ is the access channel gain between the $k$-th FlyRS and the $n$-th UE. Note that $g_k^a$ is unknown due to the use of the transparent FlyRSs [3].

As in the conventional mobile networks, we consider that the network periodically estimates/measures the channel gains between any UE and the surrounding BSs [15], and the channel gain between the $m$-th BS and the $n$-th UE is denoted as $G_{m,n}$. Then, the channel gain between any two UEs is determined by the network exploiting the prediction presented in [16], where the authors prove that the channel gain between any two UEs can be predicted at a very low (or even no) additional signaling cost from the channel gains between those UEs and the surrounding BSs (i.e., from $G_{m,n}$) even in an urban area with buildings and dynamic obstacles (e.g., vehicles). The predicted channel gain between the $i$-th and $j$-th UEs is:

$$g_{i,j} = E_{i,j} + E_{i,j} [dB]$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $g_{i,j}$ is the true channel gain between the $i$-th and $j$-th UEs and $E_{i,j}$ is the statistical channel estimation error modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian error with a standard deviation of $e_{i,j}$, i.e., $E_{i,j} = \mathcal{N}(0, e_{i,j})$ as in [16].

### III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The aim of this letter is to associate the UEs to the FlyRSs and to determine the positions of the FlyRSs in order to maximize the sum capacity of the UEs under the two following essential practical limitations: i) the qualities of the access channels are not known, as the FlyRSs are transparent, and ii) the locations of the UEs are not known. Then, the UEs sum capacity maximization problem is formulated as:

$$\mathbf{X}_K, \mathbf{Y}_K, \mathbf{Z}_K, \mathbf{\alpha}^* = \arg \max_{\mathbf{X}_K, \mathbf{Y}_K, \mathbf{Z}_K, \mathbf{\alpha}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{k,n} C_{m,k,n}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

s.t. $\alpha_{k,n} \in \{0, 1\} \forall k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}, \forall n \in \{1, 2, ..., N\}$ \hspace{1cm} (a)

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{k,n} = 1 \ \forall n \in \{1, 2, ..., N\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (b)

$$\alpha_{k,n} \geq 0 \ \forall k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (c)

$X_k^\ast, Y_k^\ast, Z_k^\ast \in \mathbf{A}^o \ \forall k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}$ \hspace{1cm} (d)

where $\alpha_{k,n} = 1$ if the $n$-th UE is associated to the $k$-th FlyRS and $\alpha_{k,n} = 0$ otherwise. $X_K$, $Y_K$, and $Z_K$ are the $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinates of all $K$ FlyRSs, respectively, $\alpha$ is the matrix of all binary association indicators $\alpha_{k,n}$ for all $N$ UEs and all $K$ FlyRSs, and $X_K^\ast$, $Y_K^\ast$, $Z_K^\ast$, and $\mathbf{\alpha}^\ast$ are the optimal $X_K$, $Y_K$, $Z_K$, and $\alpha$, respectively. The constraints (a) and (b) guarantee that $\alpha_{k,n}$ is binary and each UE is associated to only one FlyRS, respectively. The constraint (c) guarantees that every FlyRS is positioned within the set $\mathbf{A}^o$ of all possible locations in the area excluding buildings, obstacles, etc. The constraint (d) limits the altitude of the FlyRSs to a feasible/allowed range. Note that (6) targets to determine the FlyRSs’ positions, but the trajectory optimization is out of the scope of this letter.

The problem (6) is an MINLP problem as $X_K$, $Y_K$, and $Z_K$ are continuous while $\alpha$ is binary and each UE is associated to only one FlyRS, respectively. The constraint (c) guarantees that every FlyRS is positioned within the set $\mathbf{A}^o$ of all possible locations in the area excluding buildings, obstacles, etc. The constraint (d) limits the altitude of the FlyRSs to a feasible/allowed range. Note that (6) targets to determine the FlyRSs’ positions, but the trajectory optimization is out of the scope of this letter.

Moreover, with unknown access channels and UEs’ locations, the problem (6) cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, in the next section, we exploit clustering and DNNs to solve the association and positioning problems knowing neither the UEs’ locations nor the qualities of the access channels.
IV. PROPOSED POSITIONING AND ASSOCIATION RULES

The proposed solution divides the UEs into disjoint clusters (subsection IV-A) and deploys one FlyRS per cluster (IV-B).

A. Proposed UEs clustering

The clustering of the UEs is inspired by the unsupervised Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering, which groups the UEs that are similar to each other. In our case, two UEs are considered more similar to each other if the channel gain between these UEs is higher. This way, the UEs that are likely in LoS to each other are grouped into one cluster.

The proposed clustering starts with constructing a similarity matrix $S$, which defines the similarity $S_{i,j}$ of every two UEs ($i$-th and $j$-th UEs) to each other. Hence, $S$ is expressed as:

$$ S = [S_{i,j}]_{N \times N} \quad \text{where} \quad S_{i,j} = \begin{cases} g_{i,j}^c & \text{if } i \neq j \\ 0 & \text{if } i = j \end{cases} $$

where $S$ is the zero-diagonal matrix, which includes the bilateral similarities (i.e., channel gains) among the $N$ UEs.

At the beginning of the proposed UEs’ clustering, every UE represents a separated cluster. Then, in every step, the two clusters with the largest similarity are merged together. The similarity between two clusters is the average of all bilateral similarities between every pair of the UEs with each UE in the pair belonging to a different cluster. The algorithm stops when the largest similarity between two clusters becomes smaller than the threshold $g_{th}$. We set the threshold as $g_{th} = \mu S$, where $S$ is the average over all non-zero elements in $S$, and $\mu$ is a constant. When the algorithm stops, the number of created clusters represents the number of FlyRSs to be deployed ($K$). Hence, the lower $\mu$ is selected, the more FlyRSs are deployed and $\mu$ provides a trade-off between the number of deployed FlyRSs and the reachable sum capacity.

The result of the UEs’ clustering is a set of clusters created so that the UEs in the same cluster are likely in LoS to each other. Hence, positioning one FlyRS to serve each cluster of UEs promises also LoS between the FlyRS and served UEs.

B. Proposed 3D positioning of transparent FlyRSs

In this section, we determine 3D positions of the FlyRSs. As stated in [17], the FlyRSs should be as close to the UEs as possible while avoiding the terrain and buildings. Taking this into consideration in addition to the fact that we have no information about the quality of the access channels or the UEs locations, determining $x$, $y$, and $z$ jointly is not possible. Hence, as in literature, see e.g., [18], we first determine $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the FlyRSs. The $x$ and $y$ coordinates are selected such that the ratio of the access channels with LoS is increased regardless of the FlyRS’s altitude. Then, the altitude ($z$ coordinate) of every FlyRS is optimized given the selected $x$ and $y$ coordinates, so that the FlyRS is as close as possible to the UEs while still keeping a sufficient backhaul capacity. This is done as follows.

For every cluster $c$ containing $N^c$ UEs, the similarity sub-matrix $S^c \subset S$ that includes the similarity $S_{i,j}^c$ between every two UEs from $c$ is created as:

$$ S^c = [S_{i,j}^c]_{N^c \times N^c} \quad \text{where} \quad S_{i,j}^c = \begin{cases} g_{i,j}^c & \text{if } i \neq j \\ 0 & \text{if } i = j \end{cases} $$

where $g_{i,j}^c$ is the channel gain between the $i$-th and the $j$-th UEs from the cluster $c$.

Now, for every $i$-th UE from $c$, we derive the UE’s average similarity (i.e., channel gain) to the other UEs in $c$ so that $S_c^c = \frac{1}{N^c} \sum_{j=1}^{N^c} S_{i,j}^c, \quad \forall i \in \{1, 2, ..., N^c\}$. This step corresponds to averaging the matrix $S_c^c$ over its columns, resulting in a row matrix $S_c^c = [S_{1,c}^c, S_{2,c}^c, ..., S_{N^c,c}^c]$. Note that the probability that the $i$-th UE in $c$ has LoS channels with the other UEs in $c$ increases with rising $S_i^c$. Therefore, in our case, $S_c^c$ expresses the probability distribution of the LoS at the channels from each UE in $c$ to the rest of the UEs in $c$. Hence, to increase the probability of LoS from the FlyRS to all served UEs, the FlyRS should be positioned over the UE with the highest $S_i^c$, where $i \in \{1, ..., N^c\}$. The reason for such approach is that the UE with the highest $S_i^c$ has a high probability to be in LoS with other UEs in the same cluster.

We assume the realistic case with unknown locations of UEs. In such case, we can predict the location of the UE (denoted as $i^*$) above which the FlyRS should be positioned from the channel gains between this UE and the surrounding BSs, benefiting from the correlation between the location of the UE and the channels between this $i^*$ UE and the surrounding BSs [16]. This task is hard to be solved analytically, especially with the presence of buildings randomizing the individual channel gains differently depending on the environment. Thus, we predict the coordinates of the FlyRSs via DNNs.

As explained above, we first determine $x$ and $y$ coordinates via DNN 1 and, then, these $x$ and $y$ coordinates are inserted to DNN 2 to determined $z$ coordinate as shown in Fig. 2. Theoretically, if the FlyRS goes closer to the UEs and further from the static BS, the backhaul capacity decreases while the access channel capacity increases. At a certain height when the LoS between the FlyRS and the static BS changes to NLoS, the backhaul capacity decreases significantly. Thus, as we have no information about the access channels, DNN 2 is trained to select the lowest possible altitude while satisfying the constraints (c) and (d) in (6) and providing a sufficient backhaul capacity. For every FlyRS, we determine the altitudes $z = z_1, z_2, z_M$, where $z_m$ is the altitude of the FlyRS if this FlyRS is served by the $m$-th BS. Then, we select the $m^*$-th BS which provides the highest average SNR.

Both DNNs are trained offline (before the communication
sessions) in a supervised fashion. The training data includes features-target training samples. As the training is done offline, the samples can be both artificial (generated via simulations) or real data. For DNN 1, the features are represented by the channel gains between the UE and the surrounding BSs ($G_{1,i^*}, G_{2,i^*}, G_{M,i^*}$ in Fig. 2) and the targets are the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the FlyRS corresponding to the coordinates of the $i^*$-th UE ($x_{i^*}$ and $y_{i^*}$ in Fig. 2) above which the FlyRS is positioned. As the $x$ and $y$ coordinates are continuous values, DNN 1 builds a regression model. Therefore, DNN 1 uses Mean Absolute Error loss function minimizing the absolute difference between the true and the predicted coordinates. The predicted $x$ and $y$ coordinates represent features of DNN 2 that predicts a set of the FlyRS’s $z$ coordinates. The DNN 2 is trained with the targets obtained via an exhaustive search over a suitable range of a finite set of the altitudes to build a classification model. Hence, DNN 2 uses the cross entropy loss function minimizing the number of miss-classifications.

For both DNNs, every batch of training samples is inserted to the DNN with the initialized weights and biases flowing from the first layer to the last layer (i.e., the output layer). Then, the weights and the biases of every layer are updated sequentially and backwards (i.e., using backpropagation) repeatedly until the number of training iterations is reached. After the training, the DNNs predict the 3D position of the FlyRS online (i.e., during the communication session).

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We consider a square urban area with buildings and up to 300 UEs (see Fig. 3). The height of each building is set uniformly from 20 to 30 m. Furthermore, five BSs are deployed on the rooftops of the buildings. The path loss models of the LoS communication channels are in line with [19]. For the NLoS channel, an attenuation of 20 dB per every wall is added to the LoS path loss. The LoS and NLoS status of the channel is determined directly from the deployment of buildings and their mutual positions with respect to the positions of UEs and FlyRSs. Both LoS as well as NLoS channels include fast fading power components generated as exponentially distributed random variables with unit mean. We consider also interference from neighboring cells modeled randomly via Gaussian distribution $N(-90, 10)$. As the bandwidth allocation does not influence the proposed solution itself, we split the band equally among the UEs.

For the proposed UEs’ clustering algorithm, the constant $\mu$ defining the stopping threshold (see Section IV-A), is set experimentally to 0.9, 0.88, 0.86, 0.84, 0.82, and 0.8 for 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 UEs, respectively. These values of $\mu$ are chosen to keep a relatively low and acceptable number of deployed FlyRSs, i.e., 5.3, 6.2, 6.9, 7.6, 8.3, 9.1 FlyRSs are in average deployed for the respective numbers of the UEs. The decreasing $\mu$ with the increasing number of UEs allows to deploy more FlyRSs when more UEs are present (as explained in Section II). Note that more analysis related to the detailed setting of $\mu$ and its effect on the number of deployed FlyRSs is left for future work due to the space limit.

Both DNNs (DNN 1 and DNN 2) are fully-connected and composed of three hidden layers with 30, 40, and 40 neurons, respectively. For all three hidden layers, we use the common rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The number of learning samples is $10^6$ and 80% of the samples are used for the training and 20% for testing. The weights and the biases of DNNs with a batch size of 1000 samples are updated by stochastic gradient descent. The Xavier initialization is adopted to initiate the weight of DNNs. The number of training epochs is set to 5000 and the learning rate is set to 0.001 with a customized decay to 0.0001 after the 2000-th epoch.

We compare our proposed solution to the well-known K-means algorithm exploited, e.g., in [20], for the joint positioning of the FlyRSs and the association of the UEs. Note that K-means requires the knowledge of the UEs’ locations and also the number of FlyRSs should be known in advance. Such knowledge required by K-means is usually not available in the real networks as the locations of at least some of the UEs may be unknown and the number of required FlyRSs varies with the number of present UEs. Thus, K-means implies requirements that cannot be fulfilled, and we include K-means in the simulations only to benchmark the performance of our proposal that eliminates these unrealistic requirements. Note that we set the number of FlyRSs for K-means to the number required by our proposal (i.e., $K$) for a fair comparison.

To show the effect of the possible error in the estimation of the channels between the UEs (see (5)), we present the results of our proposal when the channel gains among the UEs: i) are perfectly known, i.e., $G_{i,j} = 0$ in (5) (denoted as Proposal without channel estimation error) and ii) are estimated with the zero-mean Gaussian error with the standard deviation set such that $(g_{i,j}/e_{i,j})_{dB} = 10\log_{10}(\frac{\mu}{0^2}) = 10$ dB, see (5), labeled as Proposal with channel estimation error.

In addition to K-means and two variants of the proposal, we also show an additional scheme, which divides the UEs into disjoint groups using the proposed UEs’ clustering and, then, a single FlyRS is deployed in the center of gravity (COG) of every cluster (this scheme is denoted as Proposed clustering + COG positioning). Note that, the locations of the UEs should be known to determine the COG. This scheme is presented to show gains achieved by the proposed clustering with a common existing positioning, which however assumes unrealistic knowledge of accurate UEs’ positions.

Last, we also show the performance of the proposed scheme when channel gains among the UEs are known perfectly and the FlyRSs are positioned exactly above the chosen UE in every cluster with optimal altitude derived via exhaustive
The density of UEs.

search (without the DNN-based prediction). This case, denoted as Upper bound, indicates a theoretical maximal performance.

Fig. 4 shows the sum capacity of the UEs served by the FlyRSs for practical implementation of our proposal even for a high number of deployed FlyRSs (as indicated above in this section) if more UEs are present in the area. Fig. 4 also shows that the Proposal without channel estimation error is only up to 3% below the Upper bound. This confirms the accuracy of the regression model built by the DNNs. Moreover, in Fig. 4, we see that the Proposal with channel estimation error loses less than 2% compared to the Proposal without channel estimation error. This demonstrates the high robustness of the proposal against possible errors in the estimation of the channels among the UEs. This robustness results from the fact that the steps and calculations related to the proposed approach ($g_i^0$ and $S^c_i$ in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively) are designed to average out the errors in the estimation of the channels among UEs.

In addition to the robustness, Fig. 4 illustrates the superiority of the proposal compared to K-means in terms of the UEs sum capacity. The proposed clustering algorithm itself (Proposed clustering + COG positioning) introduces a gain in the sum capacity between 19% and 32% compared to K-means. Moreover, the Proposal with channel estimation error including the proposed clustering and positioning increases the sum capacity gain to the range from 23% to 46% compared to K-means. This gain results from the fact that the proposal increases the LoS ratio at the access channels between the FlyRSs and the UEs compared to K-means. This is confirmed in Fig. 5 showing the LoS ratio at the access channels (i.e., the number of UEs with LoS channels to the serving FlyRS divided by the total number of UEs). Fig. 5 confirms that the general pattern of the LoS ratio is analogous to the sum capacity pattern shown in Fig. 4 for all algorithms. Fig. 5 affirms that the full proposal including both clustering and positioning increases the LoS ratio at the access channels comparing to K-means by 27% to 46%.

The time complexity of our proposal is $O(N^2 \log N)$ and it is given mainly by the agglomerative hierarchical clustering with average linkage. Such complexity is still low in terms of practical implementation of our proposal even for a high density of UEs.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new scheme for 3D positioning of transparent FlyRSs and UEs’ association. The proposed solution enables to perform these tasks with the knowledge of neither the qualities of the channels between the FlyRSs and the UEs nor the UEs’ locations. Besides enabling the practical use of the transparent FlyRSs in the realistic scenarios, the proposal increases the UEs’ sum capacity even with respect to the solution based on the known locations of the UEs.
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